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But when David walked out of the room, he found Binglu, Lan Yingying and 
dozens of Guanghan Palace disciples standing in the square! 

They probably knew that David was leaving, so they all came to see him off! 

The eyes of these Guanghan Palace disciples were filled with gratitude. 

Especially Binglu and Lan Yingying, they have followed David all the way. 
They know very well what David has experienced and what he has done! 

It can be said that David went through hardships and dangers for Guanghan 
Palace and them, and almost lost his life! 

Binglu and others had tears in their eyes, how they didn’t want David to leave! 

But they also know that David does not belong to Guanghan Palace and will 
leave sooner or later! 

David looked at the people in front of him and fell silent. He didn’t say 
anything! 

No matter how much you say, the final result is still the same! 

He doesn’t belong here and will leave eventually! 

David walked through the crowd without saying a word! 

“Mr. Chen…” 

Suddenly, the master of Guanghan Palace called David! 

David stopped and saw the palace master of Guanghan Palace taking out a 
token in front of everyone, then walked up to David and handed it to him! 



This is a token carved from cold stone. It is crystal clear and cold to the touch, 
and there is a strong aura inside the token! 

“This is the Palace Master’s Order of our Guanghan Palace. If you hold it, it 
means that I am always with you. You can use this Palace Master’s Order to 
order any disciple of Guanghan Palace anywhere.” 

” Although there are rules, this Palace Master’s Order cannot be given to male 
cultivators, but I decided today to change the rules of Guanghan Palace for 
you.” 

“I just hope that when you see this Palace Master’s Order, you can think of 
me… “ 

The palace owner said to David affectionately! 

When everyone saw this, they were all shocked. Knowing that having the 
palace master’s order in hand is equivalent to the palace master’s personal 
visit! 

And they are not allowed to be given to male cultivators, but now, the rules 
have been changed for David! 

What’s more important is that the Palace Master’s words and eyes made 
these Guanghan Palace disciples begin to wonder if the Palace Master was 
sleeping with David! 

However, none of them raised any questions. Even if the palace owner slept 
with David, they would still bless him! 

They all know David’s contribution to Guanghan Palace, let alone sleeping 
with a palace owner! 

Even if they, all the Guanghan Palace disciples, were put to sleep, David 
would take it for granted! 

Without David, they don’t know how long they can exist. Maybe Guanghan 
Palace will be destroyed before it develops! 
David took the palace master’s order, nodded heavily towards the palace 
master, then turned and left! 



Everyone looked at David’s back, and many Guanghan Palace disciples 
began to cry softly! 

The Palace Master of Guanghan Palace also had a tear streak across his 
face! 

This is the first time she sheds tears for a man! 

David left Guanghan Palace and went straight to Nanju City. He wanted to 
take Wantong Pavilion’s airship back! 

At least he has the elder token of Wantong Pavilion in his hand, so he wants 
to be safer when flying in an airship! 

After arriving at Nanjing City, David unexpectedly met Shenjizi! 

“Fellow Daoist, Friend Daoist, are you coming down from Guanghan Palace?” 

After seeing David, Shen Jizi hurriedly approached! 

David is his God of Wealth! 

“Yes, I just came down from Guanghan Palace!” David nodded! 

“Then you heard any news in Guanghan Palace?” 

Then, Shen Jizi asked mysteriously! 

“News? What news?” 

David’s face was full of confusion! 

“Many people know the news about the polar trip now,” 

Shen Jizi said! 

“What news?” David frowned slightly! 

During the trip to the polar region, in addition to the five major sects, the 
monks from the Ouyang family led by Ouyang Zhenhua, and some other 
family monks left safely! 



Moreover, many people died, the entire Mu family was wiped out, and most of 
the saints brought by David were killed or injured! 

What news can come out? 

Could it be news from the Wuji Holy Sect? 

Even if it is rumored that the Wuji Holy Sect has collapsed, it has no value at 
all! 

As for Naji Stone Mine, it is completely useless to people who are not 
practicing ice-based techniques! 

David was very puzzled as to what the news was. 
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“Is this…” 

Shen Jizi hesitated and smiled at David! 

David understood in an instant that this guy wanted money! 

So David took out the purple gold spirit coin and threw it to the magic 
machine! 

After getting the money, Shen Jizi smiled excitedly and said, “Don’t you know 
that this trip to the polar regions is extremely dangerous, and many people 
died.” 

“Almost all the outer disciples of Guanghan Palace died, and The male 
cultivators who went there also died, and most importantly, the eldest 
daughter of the Mu family also died in the polar area. 

“So what?” David looked at Shenjizi! 

“How is it?” Shenjizi smiled and said, “This time the eldest daughter of the Mu 
family died in the polar region, it was Guanghan Palace who did it. You must 



know that the eldest daughter of the Mu family is also the elder of Guanghan 
Palace.” 

“Originally Guanghan Palace We have a cooperative relationship with the Mu 
family. This is a complete break-up. Let’s wait and see the show later!” 

“The Mu family will definitely take revenge. The head of the Mu family should 
be released from seclusion in a few days. Then there will definitely be a fight. 
It’s a fierce battle.” 

“I advise you to leave as soon as possible and stay away from the Guanghan 
Palace. If you follow the Mu family, you will be in trouble. If the head of the Mu 
family really escapes, you will be in trouble.” 

“If it weren’t for the sake of your spirit coins. Come on, I won’t tell you this.” 

“How do you know this?” David frowned! 

“Of course I have my own sources of information, otherwise I would be 
drinking from the northwest wind here.” 

After Shen Jizi said this, he turned around and left! 

But David hesitated at this moment. If he left and the head of the Mu family 
really came out of seclusion, and then used the whole family’s strength to 
target Guanghan Palace, I believe Guanghan Palace would not be able to 
bear it! 

After all, Guanghan Palace has just started, and the losses on this trip to the 
polar regions are also huge. The master of Guanghan Palace alone may not 
be able to cope with it! 

But if he stays, with his current strength, he is no match for the head of the Mu 
family! 

After much thought, David decided to return to the Blood Spirit Valley first and 
hand the Heavenly Demon Stone to Feng Mo, and wait for Feng Mo to 
reshape his body and regain his peak strength! 

David doesn’t have to be afraid, I believe Feng Mo will definitely help him! 

Another point is that David plans to go back and find some helpers. There are 
too few Guanghan Palace disciples now, and they simply cannot withstand 



the power of the entire Mu family! 
At that time, David will bring some people over. Whether it is Demon Mountain 
Ghost Lao, Bai Qian, or Luo Shouhai, they are all great monks at the seventh 
or eighth level of the Tribulation Realm. They are more than enough to deal 
with ordinary children of the Mu family! 

David found Wantong Pavilion and boarded the airship directly with the 
Elder’s Order. Originally, David had no place, but this Elder’s Order played a 
big role! 

“Mr. Chen…” 

Elder Sun of Wantong Pavilion was very surprised when he saw David! 

“Elder Sun, I didn’t expect you to be here!” David saw Elder Sun and smiled 
slightly! 

“I am the one who escaped from both ends.” Elder Sun of Wantong Pavilion 
smiled helplessly, and then asked: “Mr. Chen, didn’t you go to Guanghan 
Palace, are you leaving in just a few days?” 

“Yes, the matter is done. It’s over.” 

David nodded! 

“It doesn’t matter if you leave now, it won’t take long. I’m afraid Guanghan 
Palace will be in trouble.” 

“It’s not good to provoke anyone in Guanghan Palace, but the Mu family. Now 
that the Mu family has recalled all the members of the clan, it is estimated that 
they will be punished.” Guanghan Palace took action.” 

Elder Sun sighed! 

“Elder Sun, how much do you know about the Mu family?” 

David asked Elder Sun! 

“I don’t know much about it, but I think Master Qian Pavilion should know it, 
and our Wantong Pavilion branch should have information about the Mu 
family.” 



“It’s just that we want to get information about the rules of our Wantong 
Pavilion . ” You have to spend spirit coins to buy it.” 

“Although you saved Elder Xia’s daughter and have Elder Xia’s token, this is 
Nanjing City after all, and Pavilion Master Qian is in charge of it, so…” 

Elder Sun’s meaning was obvious. , if David wants to get information about 
the Mu family, he must get money. Elder Xia’s token is useless! 

“Elder Sun, don’t worry, we will give you more money than you should, and 
you will never give a cent less,” 

David said! 

After all, Wantong Pavilion is doing business, so you can’t do it without 
paying! 
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“Okay, I’ll take Mr. Chen there now.” 

Elder Sun nodded! 

“This airship…” 

David knew that the time for the airship to take off was coming soon! 

“Just wait a while, it’s me who has the final say anyway!” 

Elder Sun finished speaking, and then said to a staff member of Wantong 
Pavilion: “Don’t take off the airship, wait for me to come back.” “ 

I understand, Elder Sun!” 

The staff member nodded! 

When David saw this, he was also glad that this friend had an easier way to 
travel. This is really the truth! 



If he hadn’t saved Elder Xia’s daughter and didn’t have Elder Xia’s token, 
Elder Sun wouldn’t have treated him like this! 

David followed Elder Sun to the Wantong Pavilion branch in Nanjing City! 

David took a look and found that Wantong Pavilion was wrapped in a 
formation and the protection was very tight! 

And there are two guards standing at the door! 

But when David looked at the two guards, he was a little surprised, because 
he couldn’t feel the slightest bit of life from these two guards, as if they were 
dead! 

But David couldn’t say that two people were dead even though they were right 
in front of him! 

Just when David was confused, two guards stopped them! 

“Please show me your token!” 

A guard said with a stiff voice and no emotion at all! 

Elder Sun took out the token and waved it in front of the two guards! 

After seeing the token, the two guards stepped aside and made way. 

David was very curious and said with a puzzled face: “Elder Sun, you come 
here often. Don’t the disciples of Wantong Pavilion know you as the elder?” 
“I think those two guards are obedient, like fools…” 

David did not dare to say that the two guards looked like dead people. After 
all, they are disciples of Wantong Pavilion, which is somewhat rude! 

But who would have thought that Elder Sun laughed and said, “Mr. Chen, do 
you think these two guards are not humane, but that they are lifeless and like 
dead people?” 

When Elder Sun said this, David Then he nodded and said: “Yes, yes, there is 
no life at all.” 

“These two people are puppets, where does the life come from, and there is 
no way they are humane!” 



Elder Sun smiled! 

“Puppet?” David frowned instantly! 

You know, those who refine the puppet corpses are all demonic cultivators, 
and only heretics would do such a thing! 

Seeing David’s expression, Elder Sun quickly explained: “These two guards 
are puppets, not puppet corpses. I wonder if Mr. Chen knows about puppets 
made of various materials?” 

When Elder Sun said this, David suddenly remembered At that time, Ouyang 
Zhenhua brought many puppets, which they made themselves! 

“I know that those who can make puppets are skilled craftsmen. I didn’t expect 
that there are people like this in Wantong Pavilion.” 

David said with envy! 

“We in Wantong Pavilion don’t have such skilled craftsmen. These two puppet 
guards were also bought from the Ouyang family. Because the Ouyang family 
often buys the materials for refining puppets from our Wantong Pavilion, they 
are quite familiar with them. They just sold us two puppets.” 

“Mr. Chen also knows that humans will have emotions and desires. Because 
guards often show favoritism, we, Wantong Pavilion, decided to buy puppet 
guards. In this way, even for me, When an elder comes, he must act 
according to the rules,” 

Elder Sun explained! 

When David heard this, his eyes suddenly lit up: “Elder Sun, you said that 
your Wantong Pavilion has the materials for refining puppets?” 

Seeing David’s somewhat excited look, Elder Sun nodded in confusion and 
said: ” Yes, our Wantong Pavilion sells all kinds of resources and information. 
We are engaged in various businesses, and operating airships is only one of 
them.” 

“Great, I will buy some refining puppets later . Materials.” 

David also wanted to collect the materials for refining the puppet and then 
refine it himself! 



Now that Wantong Pavilion has everything, it will be much easier! 
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“Mr. Chen, I wonder what you want those for? Do you know how to make 
puppets?” 

Elder Sun asked curiously! 

“You know a little bit, I haven’t tried it yet!” David said modestly! 

Elder Sun looked at David in disbelief. He really couldn’t imagine what David, 
a fourth-level monk in the Tribulation Realm, could not do! 

Elder Sun led David into a formation, and then the formation lit up with rays of 
brilliance! 

David knew at a glance that this was a small teleportation array that could 
only teleport a short distance! 

However, a branch of Wantong Pavilion actually needs a small teleportation 
array, which shows how strict the defense awareness is! 

“Mr. Chen, the people in Nanjing City are complex and various forces are 
intertwined. We have a lot of secrets and resources in Wantong Pavilion, so in 
order to prevent sneak attacks, we must be careful.” 

Elder Sun said! 

David nodded to express his understanding. After all, there is almost no order 
in the human world today, and people can fight for resources at any time! 

The area around Tianmo Mountain in the Southern Territory is pretty good. It 
has its own order, so it won’t be chaotic, and there is still a place for demon 
cultivators! 

David couldn’t understand. The five major domains of the human world and 
the domain lords were in such chaos. What were the domain lords doing? 



It took hundreds of years to be born. It is estimated that the domain master 
has either ascended to immortality or died! 

“Boy, please ask for help and ask Wantong Pavilion to help me find the bones. 
Tianmo Mountain is a vast area. If you, the boy, find my bones alone, it won’t 
be a year or a month.” 

Demon Lord Chiyun followed David and said! 

After collecting the bones, Demon Lord Chiyun can slowly recover his physical 
body and then return to the heaven! 

Wantong Pavilion’s business is almost all over the Southern Territory, and 
there are many disciples and a lot of information, so it will definitely be much 
faster to find it than David! 

“Elder Sun, I wonder if your Wantong Pavilion is in the business of helping to 
find things besides selling intelligence resources?” 

David asked Elder Sun! 
“Of course we do. We at Wantong Pavilion do not engage in killer business or 
help people kill people. We do all kinds of business, as long as the money is 
in place.” 

Elder Sun said! 

“That’s great. I hope Elder Sun can help me find the remains of the next 
corpse. This remains should be distributed in Tianmo Mountain. I don’t know 
the specific location.” 

David said. 

Upon hearing this, Elder Sun frowned slightly: “Looking for remains? There 
are remains everywhere in Tianmo Mountain today. I don’t know how many 
people died. There is no specific location or mark. It is too difficult to find.” 

“I found this remains. It’s different.” 

David said, taking out the skull and hand bones of Demon Lord Chiyun and 
showing them to Elder Sun! 

Elder Sun just glanced at it, and his eyes became a little shocked. 



“Mr. Chen, I’m afraid these remains are not from the celestial world. They 
should be the remains of the immortals from the celestial world, right? And 
there is still a trace of breath in these remains.” 

Elder Sun asked! 

David nodded: “Yes, this is indeed the remains of a heavenly immortal.” 

Seeing David’s trust, Elder Sun directly admitted it, so he said: “Okay, I will 
record the form and breath of this remains. Put it in our mission library in 
Wantong Pavilion.” 

“Thank you, Elder Sun.” David put away the remains and thanked him! 

“Mr. Chen, you’re welcome. As I said, we are just doing business.” 

After Elder Sun finished speaking, he waved his palm gently! 

When the formation was activated, David felt a flash of white light in front of 
his eyes, and then he appeared in a room! 

The room is very simple in layout, but there are actually many formation 
patterns carved in the room. If someone starts to cause trouble here, these 
formation patterns will be activated instantly. 

I have to say that Wantong Pavilion is really cautious and wealthy. In a place 
like the Heavenly and Human Realm, ordinary sound-transmitting jade slips 
are expensive, not to mention that Wantong Pavilion is decorated inside and 
outside. These formations. 
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In the middle of the room, the young Pavilion Master Qian was sitting on a 
chair and looking at something! 

Feeling the fluctuations of spiritual energy, Pavilion Master Qian looked up 
and saw Elder Sun and David. He was stunned for a moment, then stood up 



strangely and asked: “Old Sun, you should be on the road at this time, why 
haven’t you left yet? “ 

I was originally going to leave, but Mr. Chen needed to purchase some 
information, so I brought him here. It won’t be a problem if I take off a little 
later,” 

Elder Sun said! 

“You guys sit down first…” 

Pavilion Master Qian asked David and Elder Sun to sit down, made them two 
cups of tea, and then asked, “I wonder what information Mr. Chen wants to 
buy.” 

“Pavilion Master Qian, I want to know Mu Do you have any information about 
your family?” 

David asked! 

Pavilion Master Qian was stunned for a moment, then said: “Of course, the 
Mu family is a famous family. Of course, we in Wantong Pavilion have their 
information.” 

“I just don’t know what Mr. Chen did to buy the Mu family’s information?” 

David looked at Pavilion Master Qian and frowned slightly, but said nothing. 
Pavilion Master Qian smiled awkwardly and said, “I’m sorry, I said too much. I 
shouldn’t ask.” 

Business is business. , no need to ask customers what they are buying for! 

This is professional ethics! 

“Mr. Chen, please wait a moment!” 

After Master Qian finished speaking, he turned around and walked to a wall. 
Then he pressed his palm lightly, a pattern slowly lit up, and Master Qian 
disappeared! 

About ten minutes later, Pavilion Master Qian came back, but he had an extra 
jade slip in his hand, which contained various information about the Mu family! 



“Mr. Chen, this jade slip contains information about the Mu family, but our 
Wantong Pavilion is doing business, so Mr. Chen must have enough money.” 

Pavilion Master Qian said! 

“Pavilion Master Qian, please decide on a price, I know the rules!” 

David said. 

“Because Mr. Chen is already a regular customer of our Wantong Pavilion, 
and he also has an elder’s token, so for this information about the Mu family, 
five million spiritual coins will be enough.” 

Pavilion Master Qian stretched out his hand and said! 

David did not hesitate and directly threw out five purple gold coins. For David, 
money is not an issue! 

After getting the money, Pavilion Master Qian smiled and gave the jade slip to 
David! 
David took the jade slip and wanted to put it away, but was stopped by 
Pavilion Master Qian. 

“Mr. Chen, you can’t take this thing away. You can only keep the information 
in the jade slip in your mind here.” 

“We only have this jade slip. If someone else buys the Mu family information, 
won’t we lose it? ” ” 

Pavilion Master Qian said to David! 

David was stunned for a moment, and then he had to admire this Wantong 
Pavilion! 

This is simply done once and for all. After collecting information once, you can 
sell it repeatedly. This is really unscrupulous! 

But David didn’t say anything, but a burst of spiritual power penetrated into the 
jade slip, and all the contents inside entered David’s mind! 

Soon, David memorized everything and then handed the jade slip back to 
Pavilion Master Qian! 



“Pavilion Master Qian, I also want to buy some materials for refining puppets. 
Do you have them here?” 

David asked! 

“Of course, I didn’t know you…” Pavilion Master Qian was about to ask David 
what the use was, but he quickly shut up, turned around and left! 

Professional ethics, don’t ask customers too many questions. 

Pavilion Master Qian soon brought many kinds of materials, all of which were 
used to refine the puppets! 

“Mr. Chen, the materials for refining the puppet are extremely expensive. Are 
you sure you want it?” 

Pavilion Master Qian asked! 

“Of course, Pavilion Master Qian, let’s discuss the price!” 

David is not afraid of the price, but is afraid of not having anything! 

“With these materials, there should be no problem in refining the three-headed 
puppet. The price is 30 million spiritual coins.” 

Pavilion Master Qian said! 

When David heard this, he couldn’t help but be speechless. It was equivalent 
to ten million spiritual coins for one puppet! 

No wonder the Ouyang family regards the puppet as a treasure! 

But David still happily paid the money! 

 


